Is The Word “The” An Overused Term In The Written English Language?
To find the answer to this question, I individually counted the frequency of the term “the” as well
as the total number of words per page for 4 different text types. This was to measure how
common it was used in English and if that amount is necessary in sentence structure.
The forms of literature included were:
► The Magician’s Apprentice by Trudi Canavan
- 700-page novel
- Age rating of at least 10+
- Published 2009-2010
► Tashi and the Wicked Magician and Other Stories by Anna Fienberg and Barbara Fienberg
- Children’s book written for ages 5-6 (or young students in general)
- Published in 2014
► A 2017 National Geographic children’s magazine
► A 2019 Saturday Telegraph newspaper, of a smaller size

Further questions that I have thought of within this investigation are about possible impacts on
the language used in different texts, including age demographic, year of publication and
hardcover books versus media forms. Do these subjects relate when considering the term’s
overuse?

Size Comparison:

30cm ruler, newspaper, children’s magazine, children’s book, novel

Background
In lockdown, I was inspired by the texts on my shelf as well as my classmates, teacher and
mother. My bookcase is ordered from bottom to top with the most recently bought, favoured or
read at the top. This meant that the children’s books were at the bottom, and while looking for
which books to use in my research I realised that different literature would hail different results. I
hypothesized that the target audience of a text has a large impact on, for example, the simplicity
of its contents like in children’s books.
Furthermore, through the influence of my teacher who has advised my classmates and I to
choose something we are truly passionate about, I focused on my recent interests. I had
narrowed it down to language and reading which I easily turned into a variety of questions,
except most were difficult to measure or couldn’t keep within the given time limit. Later, I
consulted my mother and looked through my classmates’ chosen questions which inspired me
to finalise my question as “is the word “the” an overused term in the English language?”.
I gathered data by tallying in two columns of ““the”/page” and “words/page”, in which I valued
one tally as 10 for the “words/page,” with the single units being added at the end. It was a long
and tedious process which consistently decreased my motivation to continue. However, since I
had an interest in the subject of the matter, I became passionate about seeing the end results.
By counting each word and “the” individually, I was also able to analyse its placement and the
overall sentence structure carefully. This allowed me to realise that there were noticeable efforts
to avoid common terms such as “the” in published literature.
Nevertheless, this evident avoidance of the term in written texts does not necessarily conclude
that it is not overused but seems to have the potential to be so.
My tallying while gathering data:

The chapter, title and cover pages were not included.
Text Type

Page
No.

Frequency
“The”/Page (t)

700-page Novel

Percentage
Frequency
Words/Page (w)

(t/w)

1

14

133

10.5%

2

23

302

7.6%

1

5

191

2.6%

2

10

178

5.6%

1

10

504

2.0%

2

23

551

4.2%

Children’s

1

12

289

4.2%

Magazine

2

11

304

3.6%

Children's Book

Newspaper

Analysis
My results display that the word “the” appeared more frequently in books than media texts. This
is likely because novels tend to start with unnamed settings and characters to add tension, such
as “the girl thought the house quiet”. Otherwise, it is necessary to introduce the topics or
subjects of scenes, as seen in “the ball was in the tree”.
I believe the children’s book used “the” less frequently compared to the novel because it is part
of a continuous series. The Tashi series consisted of the same characters and settings, which
reduced the need to introduce the scene as much. Dissimilarly, the novel was the first canonical
story in its fictional universe, which meant it had to be full of interesting characters and scenery
to leave a lasting impression on the audience.
These points are evidenced by the novel having the highest percentage frequency on its first
page while the children’s novel, with a lesser introduction, had a lower frequency than its
second. This clearly presents how the typical character and scene prologue is unneeded due to
its part in a long series.
I initially predicted that novels and children-targeted texts would use “the” more frequently, due
to the need to use simpler language. These text-types in particular require more editing in order
to be understood by younger target audiences, as children’s vocabularies are often limited and
novels are also sold internationally. Unlike newspapers, local language or references cannot be
used in selling novels like The Magician’s Apprentice, so universal English must be used.

Median of how many time “the” was used per page
All text types

700-page Novel

Children’s Book

Newspaper

Children’s
Magazine

13.5 times

18.5

7.5

16.5

11.5

Median of words per page
All text types

700-page Novel

Children’s Book

Newspaper

Children’s
Magazine

306.5 words

217.5

184.5

527.5

233.5

It occurs once every _____ words.
All text types

700-page Novel

Children’s Book

Newspaper

Children’s
magazine

22.7

11.8

24.6

20.3

32.0

According to this source, the typical English sentence contains 15-20 words. Therefore,
according to my data, the occurrence of “the” ranges from every 1-3 sentences. The results are
surprising as I had predicted that the term would be most used in the children-targeted texts due
to it being a very simple vocabulary word. I believe this is purposeful because, as previously
mentioned, I had observed that the authors seemed to avoid using common and basic
language. This was likely done in these texts to discourage children from sticking to such
speech while they’re still young.
The novel and newspaper, intended for older audiences, contained more words per page and
therefore more of the word “the'' per page but the frequency of children-audienced literature is
still much lower. I believe this may be due to English techniques being used for older audiences,
such as tone for persuasion in newspapers or anaphora to create a persona in a novel.
This comparison has been represented in the following two-way graph:
“The” per pages
Child Audiences

Older Audiences

Total

Novel

7.5

18.5

26

Media publication

11.5

16.5

28

19

35

54

Total

The data evidently reveals age to be the largest contributing factor to the frequency of “the” in
the English language due to clear avoidance of basic terms with younger audiences.
Conclusion
To conclude, I believe the word “the” is not an overused and clearly necessary term in the
written English language. This is clear in the low percentage frequency of the term per page,
with an upper extreme of 10.5% in a novel intended for older audiences. Though this may seem
high in comparison to typical words, “the” is used as a title to link other words (called a
syncategorematic term).
Furthermore, there are evident avoidances of such basic vocabulary, even with young children,
which displays the effort for such terms to not be unnecessarily used. For example, “It is acting
the exact same as the chicken that is owned by his brother” can be easily shortened to “It’s
acting identically to his brother’s chicken”.
The context and influence of age on grammar,punctuation and vocabulary are large factors of
the frequency of a text’s terms. Introducing a scene and character requires the use of “the” and
the purpose of the author, which may using simpler language for younger audiences, is patently
reflected in their writing.
These factors contribute to the necessity of using the word “the” and hence is actively minimised
in a variety of text types.

My investigation could be furthered by observing the frequency of terms in the spoken English
language. This can be done by conducting a survey with different topics and recording which
topics use a certain type of language.

According to my results, it seems to be more common when an unfamiliar subject is involved.
Moreover, will age also impact term frequency? Do children actually apply and avoid “the” more
than adults due to it being actively discouraged in learning?

